Peace & tranquillity bordering on flowers

Just a couple of updates from last month's editorial.
It wonderful that Paul Tritton, whose lovely garden is to be found next to and overlooking the
wonderful Bromwell Leaze itself, has joined the other nine Open Gardeners. That makes ten gardens
for the rest of the World to visit on 14 June!
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Lord & Lady Rayleigh
David & Vanessa Dennis
Sylvia & Roy Rich
Wendy Morrisey
Noel & Lorna Larwill
Irene & Dennis Dawson
Alison & Paul Harrison
Gary Cousins
Anne Fitzgerald
Paul Tritton

`Terling Place`
`Meriden` New Road, Terling
`Elmhurst` Fairstead
`Gorecroft` Gambles Green
`Oakrights Hall` Terling
`Viner Cottages` Owls Hill Terling
`Terling Fields` Terling
Hull Lane Terling
`Takliwa` Gambles Green
`Bromwell Leaze`

I would also like to take this opportunity to pay tribute and to thank to Mr Reg Hunt and his wife
Linda who have once again and generously offered to pay for the hire cost of the village hall toilets
for the day. Without access to this facility we could not organise such community events.

Also grateful thanks to Robert and Val Eveleigh who have volunteered to help “in any way we can”
on the 14 June. If anyone else would like to help – in any way however minor, it all helps. Just let me
know.
Finally news that Terling’s newest business, the Butterfly Art & Craft Studio’s located in what was
once known (and to some probably will always be!) as the Old Scout Hut in Flacks Green, will be
helping to actively sponsor the Open Gardens Day. As part of the Open Gardens event, Brian and
Julie will be organising art demonstration – adding a fascinating new dimension to what promises to
be a lovely day of culture, peace and tranquillity.
Next month I really will confirm what’s going on in each of the gardens – and what the final
timetable for the day looks like. Meanwhile and for now, I have pressing engagements to fulfil! And
even more important the Parish News editor has an imminent deadline to meet!
Meanwhile, anyone who would like to help make this event another and even greater community
success or just discuss details, can contact me on 233 473 or >harrison.panda@gmail.com<
Thank you everyone for your kindness and generosity
Paul Harrison
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